[Company Name] Candidate Experience
Survey
Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following statements related to your recruiting experience
at [Company].

* Required
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Please complete all rating questions *
1= Very Dissatis ed 2 = Dissatis ed 3 = Neutral 4 = Satis ed 5= Very Satis ed
1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Ease of Online
Application
Process
Length of
Interview
Process
[Company Name]
Recruiter's / HR
Team Member's
Level of
Engagement and
Knowledge
Interviewers were
well prepared
and conducted
the interviews
skillfully
Quality of
Interview(s)
Clear Explanation
of Role
Follow-Up
Throughout
Process
Communication
of Final Decision
Clear Explanation
of Offer Package

The time allotted for my interview(s) was: *
Too much
Not enough
just right
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The timeline between subsequent steps and feedback was: *
Too quick
Too slow
Just right

Was there any part of your [Company Name] recruiting experience
that was particularly good or enjoyable? Please describe. *
Your answer

Was there any part of your [Company Name] recruiting experience
that was particularly not good or not enjoyable? Please describe. *
Your answer

What do you think [Company Name] could have done, if anything, to
improve your recruiting experience? *
Your answer

Did you accept our offer of employment? *
Yes
No
Not Yet

Was the offer package clearly explained? *
Yes
No
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Please explain: *
Your answer

What was the most important factor that in uenced you to join
[Company Name]? *
Your answer

Based on your [Company Name] recruiting experience, how likely
are you to refer a friend or colleague to apply to [Company Name]? *
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Extremely
Unlikely

Extremely
Likely

Position Location *
Choose

In what department were you interviewing? (optional)
Choose

May we contact you to further discuss your responses? If yes,
please provide your name, your email, and phone number
Your answer

Name (optional)
Your answer

SUBMIT
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Forms
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